
A Classic Love Story
[noun]: person, place, or thing           [verb]: action word           [adjective]: describing word

Once there was a [type of person] ______________ named [man’s name] ______________

who fell in love with a [type of person] ______________ named [woman’s name] ______________. 

It was a match made in [place name beginning with a capital letter] ______________.

 Here’s how things developed. [man—same name throughout] ______________ and

[woman—same name throughout] ______________ used to shop at the same [type of store]

______________. [man] ______________ would usually go in the [time of day] ______________ to 

pick up a few [adjective] ______________ [small object, plural] ______________ for his [large object]

______________, while [woman] ____________ would go in the [time of day] ______________ 

to find [adjective] ________________ [object, plural] ______________ to use in her [room of house] 

______________ for better [verb + ing] ______________.

 One day when it was [kind of weather] ______________, the [same type of store] ______________ 

changed its hours and [man] ______________ and [woman] ______________ ended up going there 

at the same time. [man] ______________ was in a big hurry because he had just found out that 

[something that can go wrong with a house] __________________________________________________.

[woman] ______________ was feeling quite [adjective] ______________ that day, since her 

[type of relative] ______________ had just told her, [something critical people say to one another]

“___________________________________________________________.”

 Now you have to understand that [man] ______________ wasn’t your average guy. He was 

much more [adjective] ________________ than most. So when he saw [woman] ______________ 

[verb + ing] ___________________ [emotion + ly] ______________ in the back aisle of the store, 

his first thought was [phrase or interjection] “

______________________________________.”

He turned away and began [verb + ing] ______________ his [body part] ____________.

But then his curiosity got the better of him. Taking a [adjective] ______________ look, he noticed 

that [woman] ______________ was unusually [adjective] ___________________. 

He [verb + ed] ______________ over to her and asked her in a [adjective] ______________ voice, 

[a question] “ _____________________________________________?” 

[woman] ____________ looked at him with no hint of [emotion] ______________ and said, 

[an answer to a question] “__________________________________________________.” 
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At that, they both [verb + ed] _______________.

It was a [adjective] ______________ moment. Then they finished their shopping and went their 

separate ways.

 After that, [man] ______________ and [woman] ______________ started bumping into each 

other regularly. It always left [man] ______________ feeling [adjective] ______________, 

because of the way that she [verb + ed] ______________ [noun, plural] ______________. 

And [woman] ______________ found his [noun, plural] ______________ to be downright 

[adjective] ______________. They began meeting for coffee every [a period of time] ______________. 

[man] ______________ really liked [type of music] ______________ but learned that [woman] 

______________ preferred [type of music] ______________. [Woman + ’s] ______________ favorite 

movie was [a movie] ______________ but she learned that [man] ______________ would rather

stay home and read [title of a book] ______________. They had certain [adjective] ______________ 

things in common, but also a lot to learn from one another. The situation was [adjective] 

______________, truly [same adjective] ______________.

 Then something [adjective] ______________ happened. [woman] ______________ got word 

that she had to move away suddenly to [city] ______________. Overnight, [man] ______________ 

felt like a [adjective] ______________ [animal] ______________. Every time he thought of 

[woman] ______________, it was like [noun, plural] ______________ in [season] ______________. 

He was a [noun] ______________ without a [noun] ______________. His heart was [adjective] 

______________.

 Meanwhile, for [woman] ______________, not seeing [man] ______________ anymore felt 

like a [noun] ______________ in her [body part] ______________. She couldn’t make sense of it. 

Daily life became a [adjective] ______________ game of [game] ______________ for her.

 Well, without telling you every single thing that happened, let’s just say that after [number] 

______________ months of this [adjective] ______________ state of affairs, [man] ______________ 

and [woman] ______________ couldn’t take it anymore. They both moved to [city] ______________, 

got married, and set up a successful small business making [noun, plural] ______________ for 

[adjective] _______________ [noun, plural] ______________, with their personal motto being

[a saying] “___________________________________________________.”

 A few years later they had the first of their [number] ______________ children, and in the 

years to come, they were known everywhere as the [adjective + est] ______________ family this side 

of [a country] ______________.


